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Reference to EC Directive: TR-6

Regulation (EU) 2016(425

Personal protective equipment (PPE)

Relevant standard (s):

EN I 49:2001+A1:2009

REMARKS:

Assessment of the product(s) and the production process is not covered by

voluntary basis. It is duty and fully responsibility of the manufacturer to carr

product(s) according to all related EC Directive and Standard(s) before putt

EJ Declaration of Conformity. The manufacturer shall affix CE mark on the
Annex III, only if the product(s) fulfill the relevant essential health and safet

Conformity. Technical File should be drawn for each type/model of related

representative in order to assure conformity with the essential health and si

machinery complies with the requirements of the related directives/standar(

Community languages. Before placing machinery Into market/service, the a

ensure Mat me iecnnicai File in accordance with related directives/standar

The manufacturer or his authorized representative shall keep Technical File

period of ten years from the last date of manufacture of the machinery.
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We are busy coordinating all other related products such as hand sanitizers, gloves and gowns , has just
secured a resource for close to millions of masks to be produced on a daily basis.

1) If FDA/ CE accreditation highly required ?

2) The quantity of each of disposable medical surgery masks, hand sanitizers , so we can arrange
manufacturers to accommodate accordingly. Currently orders from the States and Europe keep them busy but
my job is to ensure goods ordered in a highly timely manner.

3) Will our government support logistics from China to canada, especially in canada ?

It will be highly appreciated if you can answer my questions tonight With the time difference between canada
Asia.

Regards.

May

On Sun, Mar 22, 2020 at 5:23 PM ban may > wrote:

Dear Madison,

Thank you so much for your immediate response, I can imagine about your workload now.

Quick question:

How many disposable medical surgery masks is your department looking for at the moment? Since we
can produce I O,million masks a day, I'm wondering about the capacity requested by the government.

What's the specific requirement of N95 masks in need? The manufacturer recently exported to the
U.K. and found different product requirements as needed in other part of the world.

The mask manufacturers also has close contact with gloves, gowns ,sanitizer manufacturers ,with which
they have worked closely exporting to South Korean , Europe and the States where the pandemic
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alarms much loudly. I wonder if you can issue an authorized agent /supplier so I can help more, as I
may not be the exclusive representative for all manufacturers. At this point, we just would like to get
the BEST PRODUCTS at the fastest space into our country where we are experiencing the fear in the
air, at the grocey store lineups and panic of lack of medical protective stuffs.

 No panic. Together we'll work it out. I am the speaker and co-organizer of the COVID-19 Support and
Relief Group since late January, we've helped close to 300 people on self quarantine so far . We
were reported by Global News, CBC TV/Radio and Calgary Herald. Premier retwitted a report on me
and our group. https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/topics/Page16944.aspx 

Regards.

May

On Sat, Mar 21, 2020 at 12:44 PM Taipalus, Madison (SPAC/PSPC) <madison.taipalus@canada.ca> wrote:

Hi May- Han,

Thank you for showing interest in providing services and products related to the COVID-19 pandemic. In
addition to leveraging existing sources of supply, PSPC is now proactively engaging industry to help meet
Canada’s needs.

Many of us are receiving information from potential suppliers or individuals with helpful information on the
COVID-19 response. I invite you to this website: https://buyandsell.gc.ca/calling-all-suppliers-help-canada-
combat-covid-19. As this website will continue to be updated, I encourage you to check back for new
information that may be posted.

I have informed my team in Minister Anand’s office of your proactive reach out.

Please do not hesitate to follow up with any questions, or share any relevant information that I can include in
while tracking procurements (i.e. specific products, quantity available, production capacity).

Madison Taipalus

Regional Advisor – Western and Northern Canada / Conseillère régionale - Quest et Nord du Canada

Office of the Honourable Anita Anand | Bureau de l’honorable Anita Anand

Public Services and Procurement | Services publics et Approvisionnement

madison.taipalus@canada.ca 

Tel: 819-953-1081

Cell: 613-203-3602
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From: han may [mailto
Sent: March 20, 202019:06
To: Taipalus, Madison (SPAC/PSPQ <madison.taipalus@canada.ca>
Subject: Manufacturers with 20 million Medical Protective Masks produced on a DAILY basis

Good afternoon Ms. Taipalus,

Referred by my regional MP, I am writing to you with regard to suppliers for goods and services
related to COVID-19 Pandemic.

We've more than a dozen of medical protective masks manufacturers with more than 20 million
masks to be produced on a daily basis. All these manufactures are FCD accredited.

I'm attaching one of their credentials for your reference. I wonder what this reviewing process will
be. How we, local Canadian business with international trade business with great resources
worldwide can help you link DIRECTLY to manufacturers worldwide.

We understand that your department is reviewing the significant number of responses and
identifying potential suppliers for the goods and services that may be required as the COVID-19
situation continues to evolve. Thank you and Canada is currently relying on your quality service
for the country's GOOD. We look forward to your reply at your earliest convenience.

Regards.

, May Han
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